
The German-Canadian painter, Peter Wilde, examines the mass phenomenon of social media in his new works. He 
searches for where the boundary between private and public runs, if such can ever be drawn, and whether the images 
and information posted on the Internet is actually a reflection of reality. Wilde asks these questions in Following G., Wilde
uses the example of a Facebook profile of a woman with an interesting background. She provides her Facebook friends 
with countless photos of her private life. Wilde uses these as a template to create photo-realistic painted images from 
them. Wilde describes his approach as appropriating reality. The artist is using this process to discover whether he can 
come to know a person through the intimate photos they share through social media. 

Wilde was accepted by the woman as a Facebook friend. What does it mean to be a friend of a person that you have 
never met, with whom you have never spoken, yet nevertheless you are presented with intimate pictures of their life? 
Photos where, for example, you see acne-lined skin, the remains of a party or a messy bedroom? Can you really get to 
know this person, to be her friend, if you look often enough at pictures of her life? 

Although the ʻfriendʼ had given Wilde permission to paint from her profile after they had met, she then suddenly broke off 
communication with him, however left their friendship status intact, thus raising again the questions of the function of a 
social network and what friendship means through it. Are sites like Facebook mere projection, where a choreographed 
reality has nothing to do with real-time? 

Peter Wilde lives and works in Berlin. He is co-founder of the art exhibition series at Kino International (KIK), Berlin. 
Following G. is the first solo exhibition in Lehr Contemporary Art. 


